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SUPREME M5     
LIBERTYM 500M 400SUPREME M 3

12-15 m12-15 m12 m10 mIdeal Pool Length

 1 / 1.25 / 1.5 hours1.5 / 2.5 / 3.5 hours2.5 hours3 hoursCycle Time

YesYesYesNoWall Climbing

YesYesYesNoWater Line Scrubbing

NoYesNoNoWeekly Timer

NoYesNoNoFull Filter Indicator

Pro-Remote includedNoNoNoRemote Control

Fine and ultra-fine 
cartridges collect both  

fine particles  
and large debris

Fine and ultra-fine 
cartridges collect both 

fine particles  
and large debris

Fine and ultra-fine 
cartridges collect both 

fine particles  
and large debris

Fine and ultra-fine 
cartridges collect both 

fine particles  
and large debris

Filter Type

No

MyDolphinTM app for 
convenient cleaning 
program setup and 
operation control, 
including manual 

navigation.

NoNo
Smartphone 
MyDolphinTM App 
control

No
(no cable)

YesYesYes
Swivel - Cable 
Tangle Prevention 
System

YesYesYesStandCaddy

YesYesNoNoDelay Operation

NoYesYesNoTriple-Active Brush

36 months               
Battery - 24 months only36 months36 months24 monthsWarranty
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Exceptional Experience
Pool Cleaning Made Easy



In everything we do, we 
strive to make the lives of 
pool owners more enjoyable.   
Our goal is quite simple, 
to enable an exceptional 
experience of a pure, clean, 
safe and relaxing pool. 

Starting in 1983, we pioneered 
automated robotic pool 
cleaning technology. 
Today, Maytronics remains 
the market leader, continually 
setting new standards for 
technological innovation, 
design and reliability. 

M 400

M Series
Dolphin Supreme M5 Liberty (Cordless)
Unique battery-powered cordless robotic pool cleaner recommended 
for pools up to 15 m in length that are irregularly shaped and/or 
have in-pool obstacles, such as islands, pillars and bridges. Features 
integrated gyro and cleans pool floor, walls and waterline.  

Dolphin M 500
The M 500 allows you to sit back, relax and enjoy your pool with 
remote control programming.  This advanced navigation, state of the 
art cleaner, with gyroscope, enables intervention-free cleaning of the 
pool floor, walls and waterline. 

Dolphin M 400
Brace yourself for a new experience with the ultimate pool cleaner. 
The M 400 cleans the walls, floor and waterline with optimal pool 
coverage, regardless of pool shape, slope or obstacles. 

Dolphin Supreme M 3
This robotic pool cleaner is reliable and requires little investment. 
With a Dolphin Supreme M 3 you can enjoy expert cleaning of your 
pool floor and cove, including those difficult to reach angles where 
the pool floor meets the walls. 

by

Supreme M 3

Built to Last

Supreme M5 
Liberty

M 500



About Maytronics
Nobody knows robotic pool cleaners 
like Maytronics – the company behind 
the top-selling Dolphin robots. 
For more than 30 years, we have 
been developing robotic cleaning 
solutions for all swimming pools. 

As the market’s favourite for many years, Dolphin M robots 
have earned top marks for:

Superior cleaning performance
• Cleaning all the way to the waterline, with triple-action brushing              
   that scrubs and polishes the walls and floor *
• Superior collection of dirt and debris leaves water crystal-clear
• Precise self-adjusting navigation and full-coverage cleaning

Long-lasting reliability
• Built to last – for years of hassle-free cleaning
• Impediment-free operation in all pool conditions – with dual filters and  
  two filtration level options

Effortless Operation
• Fully automated – just set it and forget it
• Nonstop cleaning – with advanced obstacle escape mechanism

Enjoy the Dolphin advantages
The Dolphin M series of robotic pool cleaners 
was designed with the pool owner in mind. 
Get powerful performance coupled with 
exclusive Dolphin features that you won’t find in 
any other cleaners! 
Real solutions for real pool challenges.

* Depending on model

www.mydolphin.com.au



Dolphin’s swivel cable eliminates tangled cables 
forever!  As your Dolphin moves around the pool, the 
swivel ensures that the cable stays free and clear, 
allowing for complete pool coverage.

MyDolphinTM app for convenient cleaning program 
setup and operation control, including manual 
navigation to direct your robot to clean specific parts 
of the pool. 

Preset your Dolphin operation at a touch! 
Easily set cleaning programs, cycle time and a weekly 
schedule, delay operation, and check filter bag status,
all via the touch-screen power unit.

Advanced scanning software and gyroscopic 
navigation system ensure floor, walls and waterline 
are fully covered using the most efficient route. The 
Dolphin automatically navigates around obstacles 
and quickly returns to its cleaning pattern.  

Dual-level filtering ensures impediment-free 
operation in any pool conditions. Use the net filter 
at the start of the season to clear rough debris; for 
regular use, catch fine and rough debris with the 
ultra-fine filter cartridge.

Triple-Action Brushing *

Swivel - cable tangle 
prevention system

Smartphone 
MyDolphinTM - App Control *

CleverCleanTM Coverage + 
Gyro - precise navigation 

system *

  Superb pool cleaning made easy Eco Friendly & Reduced Pool 
Running Costs
Owning a Dolphin Robot can save you up to $500 
a year in pool running costs! 

All this, while saving the environment as well!

          Lower your Carbon Footprint
Dolphins save power by operating and filtering inside the pool. They are 
completely independent of the pools main filtration system. The great benefit 
of this is that water does not have to be pumped all the way to the filter pump, 
through bends, elbows it can be filtered in the pool – saving all the power 
to hydraulically move the water. This is supported by independent studies by 
Electrical Companies that have shown that savings can be up to $500 per annum 
(even after the  small running cost of a Robot is taken into account). 
Note – pool filtration is still needed – just not to the same level required when 
other cleaners are used.

        Save Water
Because Dolphins filter in the water, they remove the debris from the pool 
system. This in turn means that the main pool filter unit does not become 
clogged as quickly, which results in fewer backwashes. Estimates are that 
backwashing is reduced by up to 30% when using robots compared to all other 
cleaning methods.

        Save on Chemicals
Dolphins help to reduce chemical requirements of swimming pools. In Australia,  
the vast majority of pools have suction cleaners that are permanently in the pool and 
connected. In this circumstance, the skimmer is completely ineffective – the result 
is that all debris landing on the surface must slowly go through the water before 
eventually being collected and then held in the system until the next backwash. 
This organic matter requires chemicals to control – but with a Dolphin – the pool’s 
skimmer starts working again! And around half of all organic matter is removed from 
the system – all this saves you and the environment from unnecessary chemicals!

Ultra-fine Cartridge - 
with additional choice 

of net filters

+4

Triple-action brushing delivers extra-effective 
scrubbing and cleaning. The active brush spins at 
2x the speed of the robot to scrub fine pool surface 
debris, leaving your pool water clean, clear, and 
healthy.

* Depending on model

Multi-Function 
Power Supply * 


